Notice of European data protection removal from Google Search

To: Webmaster of https://de.wikipedia.org/

Due to a request under data protection law in Europe, Google can no longer show one or more pages from your site in Google Search results. This only affects responses to some search queries for names or other personal identifiers that might appear on your pages. Only results on European versions of Google are affected. No action is required from you.

What we'd like you to know:

These pages haven’t been blocked entirely from our search results
They’ve only been blocked on certain searches for names on European versions of Google Search. These pages will continue to appear for other searches.

We aren’t disclosing which queries have been affected.

In many cases, affected queries don’t relate to the name of any person mentioned prominently on the page.
For example, the name might only appear in a comment section.

You can notify us of concerns
If you have additional information regarding the content of a page that you believe warrants a reversal, you can notify Google. Please note that while we read all requests, we do not always respond. Only the registered siteowner can access this form.

Here are the affected URL(s):

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bund_Nationaler_Studenten

Need more help?
- Read about the Google’s process for European data protection removals.